PRISON CELL MODULE - REAR CHASE

PRISON CELLS
Our precast concrete correctional building system is designed and engineered to protect and extend the life of your facility. Our precast correctional cells offer unlimited layout choices. Projects that are highly complex and uniquely designed can be constructed on time and within budget.

USES
- Federal, State and County Correctional Facilities
- Private Facilities
- Military Prisons
- Juvenile Detention Facilities

ADVANTAGES
- Structural
- Cost efficient
- Speed of construction
- Product quality
- Resource management
- Life cycle/safety
- Security

BENEFITS
- Cells perform as structure
- Less labor, concrete stable building material
- Shorter build schedule
- Manufactured in a climate controlled plant
- Single source responsibility
- 100+ year durability/ less on site labor hours
- No joints or seams

For more information please contact our Modular Group at (215) 257-2255 or send an email to opmg@oldcastle.com
PRISON CELL MODULE - REAR CHASE

A rear chase cell is used when the facility owner wants the maintenance personal to have access to the mechanical systems without having to disrupt the inmate population's daily routines. An insulated exterior wall is then constructed to enclose the rear chase area. Rear chase design does not dictate the building exterior finish. Options include cantilevered balconies. Unit cost is typically lower than a comparable front chase option.